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We report the experimental realization of a hybrid quantum circuit combining a superconducting qubit

and an ensemble of electronic spins. The qubit, of the transmon type, is coherently coupled to the spin

ensemble consisting of nitrogen-vacancy centers in a diamond crystal via a frequency-tunable super-

conducting resonator acting as a quantum bus. Using this circuit, we prepare a superposition of the qubit

states that we store into collective excitations of the spin ensemble and retrieve back into the qubit later on.

These results constitute a proof of concept of spin-ensemble based quantum memory for superconducting

qubits.
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Present-day implementations of quantum information

processing rely on two widely different types of quantum

bits (qubits). On the one hand, microscopic systems such as

atoms or spins are naturally well decoupled from their

environment and as such can reach extremely long coher-

ence times [1,2]; on the other hand, more macroscopic

objects such as superconducting circuits are strongly

coupled to electromagnetic fields, making them easy to

entangle [3,4] although with shorter coherence times [5,6].

It thus seems appealing to combine the two types of

systems in hybrid structures that could possibly take the

best of both worlds.

But if superconducting qubits have been successfully

coupled to electromagnetic [7] as well as mechanical

[8] resonators, coupling them to microscopic systems in

a controlled way has up to now remained an elusive

perspective—even though qubits sometimes turn out to

be coupled to unknown and uncontrolled microscopic de-

grees of freedom with relatively short coherence times [9].

Whereas the coupling constant g of one individual micro-

scopic system to a superconducting circuit is usually too

weak for quantum information applications, ensembles of

N such systems are coupled with a constant g
ffiffiffiffi

N
p

enhanced

by collective effects. This makes possible to reach a regime

of strong coupling between one collective variable of

the ensemble and the circuit. This collective variable,

which behaves in the low excitation limit as a harmonic

oscillator, has been proposed [10–13] as a quantum

memory for storing the state of superconducting qubits.

Experimentally, the strong coupling between an ensemble

of electronic spins and a superconducting resonator has

been demonstrated spectroscopically [14–16], and the stor-

age of a microwave field into collective excitations of a

spin ensemble has been observed very recently [17,18].

These experiments were however carried out in a classical

regime since the resonator and spin ensemble behaved as

two coupled harmonic oscillators driven by large micro-

wave fields. In the perspective of building a quantum

memory, it is instead necessary to perform experiments

at the level of a single quantum of excitation. For that

purpose, we integrate on the same chip three different

quantum systems: an ensemble of electronic spins, a super-

conducting qubit, and a resonator acting as a quantum bus

between the qubit and the spins. A sketch of the experiment

is shown in Fig. 1.

The spin ensemble N-V consists of �1011 negatively

charged nitrogen vacancy (NV) color centers [19] in a

diamond crystal. These centers have an electronic spin

S ¼ 1, with electron spin resonance (ESR) transition fre-

quencies !�=2� ’ 2:88 GHz between energy levels

mS ¼ 0 and mS ¼ �1 in zero magnetic field [see

Fig. 1(c)]. The electronic spin of the NV center is further

coupled by hyperfine (HF) interaction to the spin-one 14N
nucleus, which splits !� into three peaks separated by

2.2 MHz [20,21]. In our experiment, the diamond crystal

is glued on top of the chip, and the degeneracy between

states mS ¼ �1 is lifted with a BNV ¼ 1:4 mT magnetic

field applied parallel to the chip and along the [1, 1, 1]

crystalline axis. The NV frequencies being sensitive only to

the projection of BNV along the NVaxis, two groups of NVs

thus experience different Zeeman effects: those along

[1,1,1] (denoted I) and those along either of the three other

h1; 1; 1i axes (denoted III as they are 3 times more numer-

ous). This results in four different ESR frequencies!�I;�III.

The qubit Q is a Cooper-pair box of the transmon type

[5,22] with transition frequency !Q between its ground
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state jgi and excited state jei. It is coupled to a nonlinear

resonator R which is used to readout its state, as in related

circuit quantum electrodynamics experiments [23]. Single-

qubit rotations are realized by applying microwave pulses

at !Q through R. Qubit state readout is performed by

measuring the phase of a microwave pulse reflected on

R, which depends on the qubit state; the probability Pe to

find the qubit in jei is then determined by repeating �104

times the same experimental sequence.

The quantum bus B, a superconducting resonator with

quality factor �104, is electrostatically coupled to the

qubit and magnetically coupled to the spin ensemble. In

order to bridge the difference in frequency between Q and

N-V, the bus frequency !B can be tuned on a nanosecond

time scale [24] by applying current pulses through an on-

chip flux line F, inducing a magnetic flux � through a

SQUID embedded in B [21,25].

We first characterize our hybrid circuit by spectroscopic

measurements. The NV frequencies and coupling

constants are obtained by measuring the microwave

transmission jS21ð!Þj through the bus, while scanning its

frequency !Bð�Þ across the NV resonances. Vacuum Rabi

splittings are observed when!B matches the ESR frequen-

cies at !þI=2� ¼ 2:91 GHz, !�I=2� ¼ 2:84 GHz,
!þIII=2� ¼ 2:89 GHz, and !�III=2� ¼ 2:865 GHz (see

Fig. 1). From the data we extract the coupling constants

g�I=2� ¼ 2:9 MHz and g�III=2� ¼ 3:8 MHz, the differ-
ence between the two values resulting essentially from the

larger number of NV centers in group III. Qubit spectros-

copy is performed by scanning the frequency of a micro-

wave pulse applied through R, and by measuring Pe, which

yields!Q=2� ¼ 2:607 GHz. This spectroscopy, measured

while scanning !B across !Q, shows an anticrossing

[see Fig. 1(c)] that yields the coupling constant gQ=2� ¼
7:2 MHz between Q and B.
Throughout the experiments reported in the following,

the spins and qubit frequencies are kept fixed, and only!B

is varied in order to transfer coherently quantum informa-

tion between Q and N-V. For this purpose, a key operation
is the qubit-bus SWAP gate that transfers an arbitrary qubit
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FIG. 1 (color online). Description of the hybrid quantum circuit demonstrated in this work. (a),(b) Three-dimensional sketch of the

device and corresponding electrical scheme. The ensemble N-V of electronic spins (magenta) consists of 1011 NV centers in a diamond

crystal glued on the chip surface. The transmon qubit Q (in red) is capacitively coupled to a resonator R (in blue) made nonlinear with

a Josephson junction and used to readout its state. The bus B (in yellow) is electrostatically coupled to Q and magnetically coupled to

N-V. Bus B contains a SQUID that makes its frequency!Bð�Þ tunable by applying in its loop a flux� via a fast on-chip current line F
(in green). A magnetic field BNV is applied parallel to the [1,1,1] crystallographic axis. (c), (lower left inset) Energy level structure of

NV centers. Transitions between mS ¼ 0 and mS ¼ �1 at frequency !� are further split in three resonance lines due to the hyperfine

interaction with the 14N nuclear spin [20]. (main panel) Two-dimensional plot of the transmission jS21jð!;�Þ through B in dB units,

with� expressed in units of the superconducting flux quantum�0 ¼ h=2e, for a field BNV ¼ 1:4 mT applied to the spins. Color scale

goes from �55 dB (background, green) to �30 dB (magenta). Four vacuum Rabi splittings are observed whenever !B matches one

NV center resonance frequency. The four transition frequencies !�I;III correspond to the two distinct families I and III of NV centers,

aligned along the [1,1,1] crystal direction parallel to BNV or along one of the three other possible h1; 1; 1i axes, respectively (see upper
right inset). (main panel, bottom right) Qubit excited state probability Pe as a function of the frequency of the exciting microwave and

�. Color scale goes from 0.1 (background, purple) to 0.3 (yellow). When !B matches the qubit frequency !Q ¼ 2:607 GHz, the qubit

spectrum shows an anticrossing demonstrating its coupling to B with constant gQ=2� ¼ 7:2 MHz.
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state �jgi þ �jei into the corresponding photonic state

�j0iB þ �j1iB of the bus, leaving the qubit in jgi. This
SWAP gate could be performed by tuning !B in resonance

with!Q for a duration �=2gQ [26]. Here we prefer instead

to adiabatically sweep !B across !Q as this sequence is

more immune to flux noise in the SQUID loop of B [21].

This adiabatic SWAP (aSWAP) achieves the same quantum

operation as the resonant SWAP except for an irrelevant

dynamical phase. The experiments then proceed by com-

bining single-qubit rotations, aSWAP gates, and flux pulses

placing B and N-V in and out of resonance for properly

chosen interaction times �.
We apply such a sequence with the qubit initially pre-

pared in jei (see Fig. 2). A first aSWAP converts jei into the
bus Fock state j1iB; B is brought in or near resonance with

the spin ensemble for a duration �; the resulting B state is

then transferred back into the qubit, which is finally read-

out. Figure 2(b) shows the resulting curves Peð�Þ when the
bus is brought in resonance either with !�III or !�I. An

oscillation in Pe is observed, revealing a storage in the spin

ensemble of the single quantum of excitation initially in

the qubit at �s;III ¼ 65 ns or �s;I ¼ 97 ns, and a retrieval

back into the qubit at �r;III ¼ 116 ns or �r;I ¼ 146 ns. The

fidelity of this storage-retrieval process, defined as

Peð�rÞ=Peð0Þ, is 0.14 for group III and 0.07 for group I.

These relatively low values are not due to a short spin

dephasing time, but rather to an interference effect caused

by the HF structure of NV centers, as evidenced by the

nonexponential damping observed in Peð�Þ. These mea-

surements are accurately reproduced by a full calculation

of the spin-resonator dynamics [18,21,27,28] taking into

account this HF structure, with the linewidth of each HF

peak as the only adjustable parameter. A linewidth of

1.6 MHz is in this way determined for the spins in group

I [21], and of 2.4MHz for group III. This larger value is due

to a residual misalignment of BNV from the [1,1,1] crys-

talline axis causing each of the three h1; 1; 1i NV orienta-

tions noncollinear with the field to experience slightly

different Zeeman shifts. We finally note that in both curves

shown in Fig. 2(b) Peð�Þ tends towards 0.08 at long times,

as is also found with the qubit initially in jgi. This proves
that the collective spin variable coupled to B is, as re-

quested for experiments in the quantum regime, in its

ground state j0i�I;�III with a large probability �0:92 at

equilibrium, which corresponds to a temperature of

�50 mK. Varying both !B and � with the same pulse

sequence, we observe similar storage-retrieval cycles at

all four spin frequencies [see Fig. 2(c)].

In addition to storing a single excitation from the qubit,

one has to test if a coherent superposition of states can be

transferred to the spin ensemble and retrieved. For that, we

now perform the aSWAP and bring !B in resonance with

!�I after having prepared the qubit in ðjgi þ jeiÞ=
ffiffiffi

2
p

instead of jei, and we reconstruct the Bloch vector of the

qubit by quantum state tomography at the end of the

sequence (see Fig. 3). More precisely, we measure h�Xi,
h�Yi and h�Zi by using �=2 rotations around Y, X, or no
rotation at all (I) prior to qubit readout. After substracting a
trivial rotation around Z occurring at frequency (!�I �
!Q), we reconstruct the trajectory of this Bloch vector as a

function of the interaction time �. It is plotted in Fig. 3,

together with the off-diagonal element �ge of the final qubit

density matrix, which quantifies its coherence. We find that

no coherence is left in the qubit at the end of the sequence

for � ¼ �s;I, as expected for a full storage of the initial state
into the ensemble. Then, coherence is retrieved at � ¼ �r;I,
although with an amplitude�5 times smaller than its value

at � ¼ 0 (i.e., without interaction with the spins). Note the

� phase shift occurring after each storage-retrieval cycle,

characteristic of 2� rotations in the two-level space

fj1B; 0�Ii; j0B; 1�Iig. The combination of the results of

Figs. 2 and 3 demonstrates that superpositions of the

two qubit states can be stored and retrieved in a spin

ensemble—although with limited fidelity—and thus rep-

resents a proof-of-concept of a spin-based quantum mem-

ory for superconducting qubits.

To evaluate the time during which quantum coherence

can be stored in the ensemble, we perform a Ramsey-like

experiment on the spin ensemble at the single-photon level
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FIG. 2 (color online). Storage and retrieval of a single quan-

tum of excitation from the qubit to the spin ensemble. (a),

Experimental sequence showing the microwave pulses used for

exciting the qubit in jei (� pulse) and for reading it out (R pulse),

as well as transition frequencies of the quantum bus (B), qubit
(Q), and spins (N-V). (b), Experimental (red dots) and theoreti-

cal (black line—see text) probability Peð�Þ for !B tuned to !�III

(top) or !�I (bottom), showing the storage and retrieval times �s
and �r. (c), Two-dimensional plot of Pe versus interaction time �
and flux pulse height �, showing resonance with the four spin

groups. Chevron-like patterns are observed, showing a faster

oscillation with reduced amplitude when !B is detuned from the

spin resonance, as expected. Note that the difference between the

!� and !þ patterns in the same NV group is simply caused by

the nonlinear dependence of !B on � [25].
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(see Fig. 4): we initially prepare the qubit in jei, transfer its
state to B, then tune !B to !�I for a duration ��=2 ¼
�s;�I=2, after which !B is suddenly detuned by �!=2� ¼
38 MHz for a time �. At this point, the joint bus-spin

ensemble state is an entangled state ðj1B; 0�Ii þ
ei’j0B; 1�IiÞ=

ffiffiffi

2
p

with a phase ’ ¼ �!�. Bus B is then

put back in resonance with the spins for a second interac-

tion of duration ��=2 that converts the phase ’ into popu-

lation of j1B; 0�Ii. This population is finally transferred to

the qubit, and readout. Oscillations at frequency �! are

observed in Peð�Þ as seen in Fig. 4, confirming that the

resonator and the spins are entangled after the first half-

swap pulse. These oscillations are modulated by a beating

pattern, with an overall damping of the oscillations enve-

lope in �200 ns. Quite remarkably, this beating observed

in the qubit excited state probability is directly caused by

the HF structure of NV centers, as proved by the Fourier

transform ofPeð�Þwhich shows the three HF lines. The full
calculation of the system dynamics quantitatively captures

both the beatings and the oscillations damping, which is

thus completely explained by the 1.6 MHz inhomogeneous

linewidth of each HF line taken into account in the

theory.

The previous results suggest that the storage of quantum

information in the NV centers ensemble is at present

limited both by its HF structure and by the inhomogeneous

broadening of its resonance. This broadening is attributed

to dipolar interactions between the NV centers and residual

paramagnetic impurities (likely neutral nitrogen atoms) in

the diamond crystal. Crystals having a nearly complete

conversion of the nitrogen into NV centers should thus

greatly improve the present performance of our device.

Note that the hyperfine coupling to the nuclear spin of
14N could be turned into a useful resource if quantum

information was transferred from the electron spin to the

nuclear spin degree of freedom, which has much narrower

linewidth. Finally, refocusing techniques borrowed from

quantum memories in the optical domain [29] should also

lead to increase in the storage time by 2 orders of

magnitude.

In conclusion our experiments bring a proof of concept

of a spin-based quantum memory for superconducting

qubits. In a longer-term perspective, they open the way to

the implementation of genuine quantum lab on chips,

where superconducting qubits would coherently interact

with electron and nuclear spins as well as optical photons.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Storage and retrieval of a coherent

superposition of states from the qubit to the spin ensemble.

(a) Experimental pulse sequence: the qubit is prepared by a

�=2 pulse in state ðjgi þ jeiÞ=
ffiffiffi

2
p

, which is transferred to B by an

aSWAP. Bus B is then immediately tuned to !�I=2� ¼
2:84 GHz for an interaction time �. The quantum state of B is

then transferred back to the qubit by a second aSWAP. Quantum

state tomography is finally performed to determine the qubit

state by applying either I, X, or Y operation to the qubit. (b),

Trajectory of the qubit Bloch vector on the Bloch sphere (bottom

inset), and its projection on the equatorial plane. (c), Modulus

and phase of the off-diagonal element �ge of the qubit density

matrix as a function of interaction time �.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Ramsey-like experiment on the spin

ensemble at the single-photon level. (a), Experimental pulse

sequence: the qubit is prepared in its excited state jei by a �
pulse; the state je; 0Bi is then adiabatically transferred to jg; 1Bi
by an aSWAP. A fast flux pulse subsequently brings!B onto!�I,

and then lets B and the spins from group �I interact for half a
swap time ��=2 ¼ �s;I=2, generating an entangled state of the

two systems. B is then detuned from the spins by �!=2� ¼
38 MHz during a time �, and a second half-swap is performed.

The quantum state of B is then transferred back to the qubit,

which is finally readout. (b), Measured (red circles) and calcu-

lated (black line—see text) probability Peð�Þ, as well as the

Fourier transform of the experimental data (inset) revealing the

NV centers HF structure.
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Note added.—After redaction of this work, a related

work reporting the coupling of a flux qubit to an ensemble

of NV centers was published [30].
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